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Empowering Youth to Claim Their Mastery 

A new generation of ascended masters is walking among us made up of children 
who possess amazing innate spiritual abilities. They are here with a mission and 
purpose to assist in raising the consciousness of the planet. They are relying on 
us to help them master their multidimensional abilities as they prepare to step 
out into the world. In order to best support them, let’s start with who they are, 
and why they are here.

Who Are They? 

• High-vibrational, spiritually-gifted, or simply spiritually-curious youth

• Multidimensional children who possess amazing innate spiritual abilities,
many of whom already have a sense of their mission and purpose. They arrive
on this planet with fewer buffering veils of ‘forgetfulness’ making it easier to
remember their connection to Source and embody their Divinity.

• These are souls who volunteered to put on their 'human suit' and experience
our Human Collective during one the most transformational periods of this
planet's history. Their perceptions of our 3rd dimensional planet and its
limitations are vastly different from our own. They offer us a new perspective
on how we can perceive our own human potential.

• They already have immediate access to multidimensional resources that has
taken us years to attain. They maintain a fast speed of vibration, making such
things as time travel, channeling, and Akashic access immediate. There is no
need to decipher between dimension to utilize information.

• They face many challenges as a result of being so connected to other
dimensions. For example, receiving channeled messages, being highly
empathic/telepathic, or seeing time/space energy warps can be unwelcomed
experiences in their everyday physical reality.

• We refer to these waves of arriving children by many names: like Indigo,
Crystal, Rainbow, or Hybrid. As a group, we often call them StarSeeds.
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Why Are They Here? 
• They come with a mission and specific intention, for both the collective, as well

as their own individual soul’s journey. They are here to assist in the ascension
process of humanity and of the planet.

• The Indigos came to break up the resistance and stagnant energies and open
the door for the arrival of higher vibrational souls.

• Crystals then came in to raise humanity’s consciousness and vibrations so we
could affect the creation of the new Earth grid, that opens us up to intergalactic
communication and influence.

• Rainbows bring in the energy to assist us in balancing our individual energy
fields and find our zero-point, through which our multidimensional selves can
open and connect to other dimensions.

• And it’s the Hybrids that will come to open the door and prepare us for future
contact and disclosure.

How Can We Best Support Them? 

• They're relying on us to recognize them and hold space in a way that will
nurture and strengthen their spirits while they traverse this 3rd dimensional
maze of density... to hold that space long enough for them to step into an
awareness of themselves and their sovereignty, as fully human and fully divine
Beings.

• The greatest support we can offer is simply a matter of our BEING… open your
heart space to them and share the essence of your own spirit.

• In regards to DOING, I suggest two things: First, maintain a space of playful
curiosity that allows for pure potential and possibility to unfold. Secondly, share
your own “vibes” as you also remember this acronym “VIBES”
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The VIBES System 

V…is for validate.  When they come to you and share their experiences, be sure to 
validate the feelings behind their experience.  

I…is for interest. Be interested in what they are saying and find a way to convey 
that to them. Your interest will encourage them to continue talking about their 
experiences and keep a safe and open line of communication alive. 

B…is for Believe/Believe IN. This can be tricky. Many of today's children are like 
natural-born lie detectors. They are highly empathic and intuitively know when 
your words aren't in sync with your feelings. So, for example, if your child wakes up 
and tells you they just spent the night at spaceship school, and you can’t find it 
within yourself to really believe that, don’t lie and say that you do. Rather, choose to 
BELIEVE IN him. Believe in the truth of his perceptions. 

E…is for Explore. Ask questions that will allow them to explore their feelings and 
experiences. Guide them to discover their own answers and to deepen their self-
awareness. 

S…is for Speak. Speak to them about your own experiences. Offer them your 
spiritual perspective. 

We hope this information brings you new insights and greater understanding of 
your Young Ascended Master, as well as provide you with simple ways to support 
them. Consider joining our empowering youth and parent programs and courses. 

Through Young Ascended Masters, Kaylaa Kayce orchestrates a creative and safe 
space for our spiritually gifted, highly sensitive, and intuitive youth to recognize, 
embrace and master their extrasensory abilities as they navigate a 3rd dimensional 
world, while preparing the 3rd dimensional world for their mastery. 

Kaylaa empowers this generation to approach their abilities with curiosity by 
exploring a variety of metaphysical topics with the support of peers who are going 
through similar physical and non-physical experiences, all the while guiding parents 
and educators on how to best support them in claiming their mastery. 

Learn more about our virtual community groups, programs, and other offerings at 
www.YoungAscendedMasters.com. 



 V = validation
 = interest

B = believe/in
E = explore 
S = speak

 Sharing Your VIBES
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